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IN THE SHADOWS 

by THE RASMUS 
Wow! | Reviewer: Anonymous | 4/27/09 

Wow, it's been ages since I heard this 

song! It sure brings back memories of yr 

7 head banging in the back of Dad's car 

to this awesome Rasmus song. Shame 

they turned out a one hit wonder here 

in Australia. 

 
fantabulous!!!!! | Reviewer: Anonymous 

| 5/4/07 

not only does this song set ur feet 

tapping but it is absolutely inspirational. 

it catches the essence of the youth to its 

very core. 

 
in the shadows | Reviewer: heather 

stephenson | 4/12/07 

this song is fab really catchy got great 

lyrics and the vidio is fantastic as well 

this song makes my heart skip a beat 

 
Cool | Reviewer: lolo | 4/24/05 

I'm not into this type of music that 

much, but i really like this song. It's 

catchy, i guess 

I like it lots! 

 
oggnosis's views on 'in the shadows' | 

Reviewer: Anonymous | 4/2/05 

strong minded song with many feelings. 

this song has stopped me commiting 

suicide so many times in the past so if u 

ever feel like u wanna die listen to it! 

thank u 

 

It jus' rox!! | Reviewer: Jessica | 2/4/05 

I ’ave liked The Rasmus eva since they 

came out, which waz ages ago,an this 

song is da best along wit guilty first day 

of my life etc etc, But, if you really like 

Muse an HIM, you'll just love The 

Rasmus!! I will marry the lead singer 

Lauri, or the drummer Aki, wateva it 

takes, i will!!!! 

 
Rocks | Reviewer: Gemma | 12/11/04 

I luv The Rasmus and In The Shadows is 

the best song I have ever heard. 

I want to see the rasmus in concert!!! 

 
Lovin it ! | Reviewer: Sarai | 11/26/04 

This song is one I've made love to a 

thousand times, it makes you go all 

funny inside and also makes you rock ! 

 
In the Shadows | Reviewer: Natasha | 

9/9/04 

This song was written by Lauri (lead 

singer) and explores most inner fears 

and worries of person. It is very catchy 

song that will have you singing it in no 

time. I would reccomend this song for 

fans of evanescence or muse. 

 
n/a | Reviewer: CB | 8/3/04 

You will find it is a very personal song, 

something everyone has experienced at 

some time. It comes from the heart, 

soul. It reaches out and tampers with 

one's own ghosts, fears and pushes one 

to thinking and wanting more out of life, 

a dare if you will! 


